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ters. This problem is reflected in the fact that for wave-
transport dominated problems a finer mesh spacing is re-A class of upwind-biased finite-difference schemes with a com-

pact stencil is proposed in general form, suitable for the time-accu- quired for an accurate representation of the dispersion
rate direct numerical simulation of fluid-convection problems. relation than for an accurate approximation of the wave-
These schemes give uniformly high approximation order and allow form itself at a time instant.for a spectral-like wave resolution while dissipating non-resolved

This study emphasizes the distinction between orderwavenumbers. When coupled with an essentially non-oscillatory
of approximation and resolution. The first refers to a localscheme near discontinuities, the compact schemes become shock-

capturing and their resolution properties are preserved. The deriva- Taylor expansion, and the local order of approximation of
tion of the compact schemes is discussed in detail. Their conver- a spatial scheme is measured by the leading error term.
gence and resolution properties as well as numerical stability are

The second refers to a Fourier expansion, and we measureanalyzed. Upwinding and coupling procedures are described. Appli-
the resolution of a scheme by the largest wavenumbercation examples for typical non-linear wave interaction problems

are given. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. j (normalized with the grid spacing h) of a single Fourier-
mode e2ijx which can be accurately represented by the
scheme. For general non-periodic solutions these criteria

1. INTRODUCTION are not equivalent and the requirement of certain resolu-
tion properties imposes an additional restriction besides

For simple geometries a particularly attractive kind of the order conditions. These additional restrictions may
discretization of the unsteady compressible Navier–Stokes be satisfied by adjusting the coefficients of the finite
equations are finite-difference schemes. In a method-of- difference scheme which are not fixed by the order condi-
lines approach the spatial discretization transforms the sys- tions.
tem of PDEs into a system of ODEs in terms of grid Additional free parameters can be obtained for a finite-
function values. The semi-discretized system is then inte- difference scheme without increasing the stencil width
grated in time with a suitable integration method. (thus coping with the first problem of explicit schemes) by

Standard finite difference methods obtain an approxima- introducing a reconstruction from the above-mentioned
tion of a derivative of a grid function from a weighted weighted average. The scheme now has a non-trivial left-
average of the grid function on a subset of the grid (the hand-side matrix since the reconstruction involves neigh-
stencil) which satisfies certain order conditions. This kind boring grid point derivative values. The additional free
of semi-discretization we will call a non-compact finite- parameters may be used to achieve a high order with a
difference scheme. We note two features of non-compact narrow stencil. For that reason these implicit schemes are
finite-difference schemes which are troublesome. First, the

mostly called compact schemes. Members of this class have
stencil has to be at least one point wider than the approxi-

been proposed by Collatz [5], Hirsh [19], Kopal [21], Kreiss
mation order. One then encounters the problem of finding

[23]. The free parameters may also be used to optimize
suitable and stable boundary closures for high order

resolution. A family of compact finite difference schemesschemes. Note that it has been shown [9] that boundary
with spectral-like resolution has been introduced by Leleschemes must not be of order less than (r 2 1) to mantain
[26]. Because of their similarity with schemes obtaineda global order r. Second, explicit finite difference schemes
from Padé-approximants we will refer to them as Padégive a suboptimal representation of the dispersion relation
schemes. Practical experience confirms that the family ofwith respect to the stencil width and free parame-
schemes proposed in [26] have spectral-like resolution
properties and a low absolute error level. They are used
presently, e.g., for direct numerical simulations of transi-* Present address: Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich, Insti-

tute of Fluid Dynamics, ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland. tional and turbulent shear flows [2, 8, 29, 30, 36].
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In order to mimic spectral schemes, Padé schemes (ex- we consider a finite domain problem this method required
some modifications to be applicable for our schemes. Nu-cept for boundary closures) have the inherent restriction
merical tests (as in Section 6.1) demonstrated that thisof an assumed symmetry of their coefficients which makes
approach does not satisfactorily resolve discontinuitiesthem non-dissipative. As with spectral schemes the Padé
when applied to our schemes. Gibbs-like oscillationsschemes are sensitive to boundary condition formulation
around shocks cannot be suppressed without a significantand aliasing errors. To cope with this sensitivity we drop
smearing of the shock. We do not discuss this approachin the present work the requirement of symmetric coeffi-
further. In the second approach, following the basic ideacients. By allowing for asymmetric coefficients the schemes
of [18], we couple the non-conservative compact upwindcan be upwind biased even with a centered stencil. The
scheme with a conservative shock-capturing schemegeneral formulation also trivially includes schemes on an
around discontinuities. For a different class of finite-differ-upwind biased stencil by setting certain coefficients to zero,
ence schemes this procedure has a theoretical basis recentlyand it provides boundary closures as well. Through the
shown by [20]. Related approaches have been pursued byupwind biasing a controlled amount of numerical dissipa-
[15, 25]. Both are different from ours, however. The formertion is introduced implicitly at high wave numbers. The
differs from our approach in that a hybrid reconstructioncoefficients are found by solving the problem of optimal
from cell averages, switching from high-order to piecewiserepresentation of the dispersion relation for a scalar advec-
constant at discontinuities, is used to obtain numericaltion equation under the constraint that the dissipation is
fluxes; in our case numerical fluxes from two differentbounded away from zero. A similar approach, with differ-
spatial discretization schemes are combined. The latterent emphasis, however, has been used in [13]. We also
relies on a filtering step after the solution has been ad-note that some particular forms of compact upwind
vanced by one (intermediate) time step using the underly-schemes have been proposed earlier in [4, 6, 46].
ing linear scheme. In the filtering step the numerical fluxesA peculiar point is the construction of stable and order-
are corrected using an essentially non-oscillatory (ENO)consistent boundary closures for compact schemes. Once
scheme in critical regions. Our approach cannot be castthe interior scheme is Cauchy stable (i.e.,, the pure initial-
into the formalism of either of the above. Given a solutionvalue problem is stable) the stability of the global discrete
at time tn a detection algorithm is used to identify cellsdifferential operator is determined by the boundary clo-
which contain gradients too steep to be resolved and whichsures. This is easy to see in light of a normal mode analysis
thus require a special treatment. The flux derivative at the(e.g., [44, Chap. 11]). Construction of stable high order
faces of such cells is then computed with a high order ENOboundary closures was the objective of [3], where the appli-
scheme [41]. The linear compact scheme is then adaptedcation of the so-called GKS theory [11] to semi-discretiz-
to identically return the flux-derivatives computed by the

ations is also demonstrated. The analytic tractability of ENO scheme in those regions and to give flux derivatives
GKS theory for Padé schemes is based partially on the from the compact finite-difference scheme in the smooth
symmetry of their coefficients. Due to asymmetric coeffi- regions. Note also that compact schemes are global
cients and the bandwidth of the reconstruction operator schemes in general. An approach as in [25] would thus
(pentadiagonal for the schemes given in Section 2.4) an require a correction at (almost) each point of the domain.
analysis by GKS theory is not tractable in general for the In Section 2 we give the definition for the general form of
schemes presented here, even through the use of symbolic compact finite-difference schemes. Approximation order
mathematics computer programs (at least with the authors’ and resolution are assessed in general terms and exempli-
capacities). For the stability analysis of the general compact fied for two derived schemes. Numerical stability is dis-
schemes we therefore resort to recent findings about the cussed in Section 3. In Section 4 approximation order and
relation of stability of non-normal discrete derivative oper- stability are tested for a linear hyperbolic system. The
ators with their pseudo-spectra [33]. Although we do not objective of Section 5 is the coupling between compact
obtain a closed expression which demonstrates stability finite-difference and ENO schemes. In Section 6 results
independently of the number of grid points N, we find for several test problems are given.
evidence for a sufficient condition for algebraic stability We finally note that a direct numerical simulation code
in a way similar to the von Neumann criterion (which is using the proposed method has been developed [1] and is
sufficient only for normal operators). now being applied for the simulation of the interaction

During the derivation of the compact schemes a real between turbulent boundary layers and shocks. This work
analytic solution is assumed. For weak solutions of conser- is in progress and results will be reported elsewhere.
vative transport equations which may exhibit discontinu-
ities, a special treatment is required. Two different ap- 2. COMPACT FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES
proaches were investigated initially. The first is based on
a TVB-limiter method [4]. Since reconstruction matrices So far the most general form of compact finite-difference

schemes has been given by [26]. In this section we dropof general compact schemes may be asymmetric and since
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the requirement of symmetric/antisymmetric coefficients 2.2. Order Conditions
and arrive at a formulation which includes all linear finite-

In this section we derive the equations to be satisfied
difference schemes (semi-discretizations only). We also

by the coefficients ae and an of the local schemes equation
give general formulas for numerical dispersion and dissipa-

(2) in order to achieve an order of accuracy (r 1 1). The
tion and for the truncation error. Resolution and the ap-

local Taylor series expansions of f (s)(x) and f (x) up to
proximation quality of a given scheme can be immediately

order k about xi are
assessed using these expressions. Two compact upwind
schemes are derived, one with a higher dissipation at large
wavenumbers (CUHD) than the other (CULD). Both have f (s)(xi1e) 5 Ok

n50

1
n!

f (n1s)(xi)(xi1e 2 xi)n 1 R (s)
k (xi1e) (3)

their special range of application. The former one may be
used for direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent

andflow, for instance, where aliasing errors resulting from non-
resolved wavenumbers are suppressed and the scheme is
also robust enough to be coupled with a nonlinear shock-

f (xi1n) 5 Ol

n50

1
n!

f (n)(xi)(xi1n 2 xi)n 1 Rl(xi1n), (4)capturing scheme. Note that the coupling region between
a linear compact scheme and the non-linear ENO scheme
is an inevitable source of spurious waves due to the non- where R (s)

k (xi1e) and Rl(xi1n) are the corresponding La-
constant stencil of the ENO scheme (see, e.g., [47]. The grangian remainder terms. Introducing these formulas into
CULD scheme may be used for well-resolved DNS or Eq. (2) and making use of the uniformity of the grid spacing
large-eddy simulation without shocks, for instance, where one obtains
some artificial dissipation at non-resolved wave numbers
is required to inhibit odd–even decoupling observed in
DNS with symmetric compact schemes [31]. Oer

e52el

ae Ok
n50

1
n!

enf (n1s)
i hn 5

(5)
2.1. Approximation Problem

1
hs Onr

n52nl

an Ol

n50

1
n!

nnf (n)
i hn 1

1
hs

O(hmin(k1s,l)11).Consider a function f [ C r1s11 on x [ [0, L], r, s [ N,
and an equidistant partition with spacing h of its domain by
hxjj 5 hx0 , ..., xN21j. We have the following approximation

If the required order of approximation is r 1 1 then theproblem: given f 5 h f(xj)j, for j 5 0, ..., N 2 1, seek an
Taylor expansions must be carried out to k $ r and l $approximation f̃ s for f (s) 5 dsf/dxs on hxjj. Defining ML
r 1 s. After some manipulation Eq. (5) yieldsas the left-hand matrix and MR as the right-hand matrix

of the scheme (for a non-compact finite-difference scheme
ML 5 I) f̃ s is obtained from Or1s

n5s
Oer

e52el

ae

(n 2 s)!
enf (n)

i hn 8 Or1s

n50
Onr

n52nl

an

n!
nnf (n)

i hn, (6)

ML f̃ s 5 MRf. (1)

where ‘‘8’’ denotes equality up to a term of order O (hr11).
The entries ae of the ith row of ML and the entries an/hs By comparing coefficients of like powers of h in Eq. (6)
of the ith row of MR are obtained from a local ansatz at and introducing
grid point xi :

d(n) :5H1, n $ s

0, n , s,Oer

e52el

ae f̃ (s)
i1e 5

1
hs Onr

n52nl

an fi1n . (2)

one gets a system of linear equations to determine the
We assume that f (x) has a Taylor expansion up to order coefficients ae and an as
O (hr1s) at each x [ [0, L]. The local approximation for
f (s)(xi) is then determined from a Taylor expansion of f (x)
and f (s)(x) about xi . Assuming that neighboring values d(n)

n!
un 2 s u! Oer

e52el

en2sae 5 Onr

n52nl

nnan for n 5 0, ..., r 1 s.
f̃ (s)

i1e are known for e [ h2el , ..., 21, 1, ..., erj, Eq. (2) then
(7)gives f̃ (s)

i with order O(hr11). Note that (el , er) and (nl , nr)
may differ, also (el , er) may be larger than (nl , nr), thus our
formulation contains the cases of non-centered schemes This is a system with (r 1 s 1 1) rows and (er 1 el 1

1 1 nr 1 nl 1 1) variables. One of the variables drops outwhere appropriate coefficients vanish.
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due to normalization, and satisfying the order conditions where u is the N-component vector of gridpoint values.
Assume that Eq. (13) has a solution of the formleaves (er 1 el 1 nr 1 nl 2 m 2 s) free parameters.

ui :5 e ig̃tvi , (14)2.3. Truncation Error and Resolution Properties

We give a closed form estimate for the local truncation
where vi 5 e2ijxi. Then one obtains for row i of Eq. (13)error Ec of Eq. (2) at xi . Inserting the remainder terms

according to Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (2) gives, after some
manipulation, g̃(j) 5 i

c
h

ojM (ij)
r vj

ojM
(ij)
l vj

. (15)

This is the approximate dispersion relation : the numericalEc 5 Onr

n52nl

(nh)r11 F anns

(r 1 s 1 1)!
2

an

(r 1 1)!G f (r1s11)(xc 1 nuh),
dissipation is Im(g̃*(j)) and the numerical dispersion is

(8) Re(g̃(j)). The exact dispersion relation g 5 cj implies the
exact group velocity cg 5 c. Its approximate representation
by the scheme iswhere 0 , u , 1 and

dg̃(j)
dj

5 i
c
h

d
dj

ojM (ij)
r vj

ojM
(ij)
l vj

. (16)
an :5Hae , n [ h2el , ..., erj

0, otherwise.
We note that the resolution properties are also affected

by the time discretization method. For an explicit linear
Ec can be estimated as

third-order Runge–Kutta time integration method, for in-
stance, the full discretization u(n11) 5 F[u(n)] of Eq. (11)
is given by F 5 (1 1 ig̃ 2 Asg̃2 2 iAhg̃3)u(n). Herein weuEcu # hr11 max

supp
u f (r1s11)(x)uẼc , (9)

denote the time step index by n and assume the time step
size for simplicity to be unity. For the full discretization

where the approximate frequency becomes

g̃̃ 5 2 i ln(1 1 ig̃ 2 Asg̃2 2 Ahg̃3), (17)
Ẽc 5 U Onr

n52nl

S anns

(r 1 s 1 1)!
2

an

(r 1 1)!D n r11U (10)

and the approximate group velocity is

and supp denotes the support of the stencil of the scheme. dg̃̃
dj

5
1 1 ig̃ 2 Asg̃2

cos g̃̃ 1 i sin g̃̃

dg̃
dj

. (18)As a model problem consider the linear advection equa-
tion on the half plane:

Similar considerations apply for the advection equation
in two dimensions,u

t
1 c

u
x

5 0, t $ 0, x [ (2y, 1y). (11)

u
t

1
u
x

c cos u 1
u
y

c sin u 5 0, (19)
A particular solution is given by

which has a solution
u(t, x) 5 e i(gt2jx) (12)

u :5 eigte2ijxcosue2iz ysinu, (20)
where we call g the frequency and j the wave number.
Truncate the spatial domain to x [ [0, 1], partitioned by u being the wave angle. Using the previous results we
hxjj 5 hx0 , ..., xN21j with uniform spacing h, and use the readily derive an approximation for the dispersion relation
scheme of Eq. (1) to obtain at (xi , yj) by scheme (1) as

g̃(j, z; u) 5 i
c
h

(Âx(j cos u) 1 Ây(z sin u)), (21)ML
du
dt

1
c
h

MRu 5 0, (13)
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where Inserting this relation, truncated after the first-order term,
into Eq. (25) we obtain

Âx 5
okM (ik)

r vkj

okM (ik)
l vkj

(22)
g̃(j; x) 8

onane2ijhn(1 2 ijxn)
oeaee2ijhe(1 2 ijxe)

. (27)

and
After some manipulation we arrive at the approximation
up to order O (ix i2), where ix i is assumed to be suffi-

Ây 5
olM (jl)

r vil

olM (jl)
l vil

, (23) ciently small,

where vij 5 e2ijxicosue2iz yjsinu. The group velocity is now a g̃(j; x) 8
dh
dx

(1 2 ij«)g̃(j; h), (28)
complex vector cg [ C2,

where

cg 5 2i 3
Âx

j

Ây

h
4 . (24) « 5

on oe anae(xn 2 xe)e2i(hn1he)j

onoeanaee2i(hn1he)j
. (29)

Since « [ C in general, the grid mapping has a first-order
perturbation by a term which corresponds to a rotation andWe note that the dispersion relation and group velocity in
stretching of g̃(j; h) itself. The magnitude of the additionaltwo dimensions can be obtained from the one-dimensional
term depends on how close the mapped grid is to a uniformresults by changing the wave number j to j cos u and h
grid on the support of the stencil, i.e., the rapidity of thesin u, respectively, and projecting the group velocity vector
grid stretching.onto the normalized wave vector hcos u, sin uj. Since the

If we neglect « we have still to consider the effect ofresolution properties in more than one dimension can be
dh/dx:represented by the one-dimensional results we restrict the

following discussion to one dimension. (a) dh/dx [ R is known exactly; then the additional
To diminish the local truncation error in certain regions factor in Eq. (25) is just a stretching of the modified wave

(e.g., near large gradients) it is common practice to use a number j̃ 5 2g̃; e.g., for a grid-point condensation 0 ,
grid condensation or stretching. For a qualitative assess- dx/dh , 1 it obviously means that the effective wave num-
ment of the effect of non-uniform grids we again consider ber j̃dx/dh is reduced. Thus by decreasing the truncation
the one-dimensional advection equation (11). Denote the error also the resolution is increased;
mapping of the computational domain h [ [0, 1] onto the

(b) dh/dx [ R is known approximately; the factor inphysical domain x [ [0, 1] as h 5 h(x). From Eq. (15) we
Eq. (25) then becomes complex in general and the modifiedsee that the approximate dispersion relation now becomes
wavenumber suffers a combined rotation and stretching.

Note that even a non-dissipative scheme may become dissi-
g̃(j; x) 5 i

c
h

dh
dx

ojM
(ij)
R vj

ojM (ij)
L vj

. (25)
pative by using a grid mapping. As an illustration a little
example is given in Appendix B.

For explicit upwind schemes it can be shown that for aIn this equation vj 5 e2ijxj, where hxjj is not necessarily
split flux formulation they are equivalent to a symmetricequispaced and g̃(j; x) is a functional of the grid map-
scheme with an explicitly added dissipation term [17]. Itping x(h).
might be worthwhile to point out that a similar relationFor simplicity we assume that the grid distortion over
holds for the compact upwind schemes. If we replace thethe support of the scheme’s stencil is not too strong, in
flux F in a conservation equation,other words, if we define x(h) :5 x(h) 2 h we assume

ix i ! 1. The mapping x(h) is thus restricted to functions
with ix9(h)i Q 1 and ix0(h)i ! 1. The Taylor expansion U

t
1

F
x

5 0,
of the functional e2ij x about x(h) 5 h with respect to the
function x(h) can be written as

e.g., by a Lax–Friedrichs flux F̂ 6 5 As (F 6 aU), where
a 5 maxjulju with lj being the eigenvalues of F/U, thene2ijx 5 e2ijh 1 (2ij)e2ijhx 1 O (xx). (26)
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we arrive at the semi-discretization where 0 # d , 1. In this case the inverse of matrix ML is
uniformly bounded (with respect to N).

(B) The scheme is required to satisfy a necessary stabil-F
x

8
1
2

(M1
L

21M1
R ^ F̂ 1 1 M 2

L
21 M 2

R ^ F̂ 2)
(30) ity criterion,

1
1
2

a(M 1
L

21M 1
R ^ u 2 M 2

L
21 M 2

R ^ u). 2Im(g̃(j)) $ 0 (33)

(note that 2Im(g̃(j)) is obtained from Eq. (15)).Herein we use ‘‘^’’ as a symbol for the Kronecker product
involving the N 3 N matrices M 6

L,R and the m ? N discrete Condition (A) primarily allows one to solve Eq. (1) for
flux vector F̂ 6 (m is the number of flux components). A f̃ s safely without pivoting. Also, following the arguments
superscript ‘‘1’’ refers to a positively biased scheme while in [4] (extended for the weaker case of an almost diagonally
a superscript ‘‘2’’ refers to a negatively biased (for a defi- dominant matrix) condition (A) ensures the desirable
nition see Section 2.5). M 2

L and M 2
R are obtained from property of a bounded reconstruction (i.e., solution of Eq.

M 1
L and M 1

R by multiplication with the positive and nega- (1)) if the right-hand side is bounded. Condition (B) is
tive inverse unit matrix, respectively. The second term in without doubt reasonable and sorts out necessarily unsta-
Eq. (30) is a dissipation-free symmetric (except for the ble schemes during optimization.
boundary closures) discretization of F/x while the third Locally optimal free coefficients which minimize Er un-
term is a numerical dissipation of order O (h(r11)). Both der the constraints (A) and (B) are obtained numerically.
terms simplify and become equivalent to a symmetric com- A standard sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
pact scheme with an explicit dissipation term if M 6

L is sym- method [37] is used. The selection of this algorithm was
metric (i.e., M 1

L 5 M 2
L). based on its ready availability (as IMSL routine NCONF)

and on its superior performance and reliability compared2.4. Optimal Resolution
to other approaches [37]. The algorithm is based on the

In this section we derive a non-linear constrained optimi- iterative solution of the Lagrangian function associated
zation problem which gives a formal procedure for the with the constrained minimization problem by sequentially
selection of coefficients remaining free after satisfying the solving quadratic subproblems. These are obtained from
order conditions. A similar approach to derive optimal a local quadratic approximation of the Lagrangian for each
schemes for long-time integration has been used in [13]. iteratively improved set of free coefficients. For details

Our scheme resolves an advection-type equation opti- the reader is referred to [37, 43]. The optimization result
mally if the error in the approximate complex dispersion strongly depends on the particular choice of parameters
relation is minimal. The error may be described by a suit- in Eq. (31) and is also sensitive to the initial guess.
able norm of the difference between the numerical and We give two different schemes satisfying Eq. (7) each
the exact dispersion relation. Considering the solution of representing a local minimum of Er with a locally (not
an advection equation in spectral space an obvious choice necessarily globally) optimal set of free coefficients. Both
is the L2 norm giving the target functional as schemes are consistently fifth order; i.e., they possess

fourth-order boundary closures. The stencil width is 5
points, i.e., el 5 nl 5 er 5 nr 5 2. The first scheme, calledEr 5 a EJ

0
[g̃r(j) 2 gr(j)]2 dj

(31) CUHD (compact upwind with high dissipation), is de-
signed to be about as dissipative at non-resolved wave1 b EJ

0
[g̃i(j) 2 gi(j)]2 dj 1 cP(j0).

numbers as a non-compact upwind scheme (see [32]) while
giving a much better representation of the dispersion rela-

Several parameters enter the definition of Er . The upper tion. The second scheme, called CULD (compact upwind
limit of integration in Eq. (31) is chosen as J # f. a is a with low dissipation), is designed to be less dissipative
weight for the dispersive error; b is a weight for the dissipa- (about one order of magnitude lower dissipation). We ex-
tive error. P with the weight c is a penalty function to be pect that this scheme is more sensitive to coupling with
chosen. We require the scheme to satisfy two constraints: other schemes. In our case this concerns the shock captur-

ing scheme at discontinuities. Schemes CUHD and CULD(A) The LHS-matrix ML is required to be almost diag-
are obtained by minimizing slightly different target func-onally dominant (i.e., we enforce diagonal dominance at
tionals equation (31) (see Table I) and by starting theall rows except for finitely many at the boundaries):
optimization procedure from different initial guesses (see
Table II). Target functional parameters and initial guessesON21

j50
j?0

uM (ij)
L u # duM (ii)

L u, (32) are chosen so as to give a locally optimal solution which
represents the previously mentioned basic properties of
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TABLE I

Target Functional Parameters

a b J c P(j0)

Scheme CUHD CULD CUHD CULD CUHD CULD CUHD CULD CUHD CULD

ZS 2.4 2.8 0.5 0.6 2.3 2.3 0.04 0.4 gi(2)2 gi(2)2

LB1 1 1 0 0 2.1 2.1 0 0 — —
LB2 1 1 1.96 0 2.3 2.3 0 0 — —
RB2 1 1 0 0 2.3 2.3 0 0 — —
RB1 1 1 0 0 2.3 2.3 0 0 — —

Note. The following abbreviations are used: ZS stands for scheme at interior points, LB1 for scheme at the left boundary, RB1 for scheme at
the right boundary, LB2 for scheme at the next-to-left boundary point, RB2 for scheme at the next-to-right boundary point.

the schemes (higher/lower dissipation). In practice the allow for a diagonalization of the flux Jacobian. We denote
an upwind scheme which is stable for c . 0 in Eq. (11) assearch for a locally optimal solution with the desired prop-

erties involved a significant amount of trial to find suitable positively biased and a scheme which is stable for c , 0 as
negatively biased.target functional parameters and initial guesses. The coef-

ficients of the schemes are given in Appendix A. The upwinding procedure is straightforward. Consider
a hyperbolic transport equationFigures 1 and 2 show the dispersion relation of the

schemes CUHD and CULD, respectively. The contribu-
tion of the boundary schemes LB1,LB2 and RB1,RB2 to U

t
1

F
x

5 0, (34)
the overall resolution is small; they merely needed to be
tuned to give a stable global discretization (Section 3).
From the coefficients given in Appendix A it is evident that where F(U) is a homogeneous function of U and F/U
the interior scheme ZS of CULD is merely an asymmetric is hyperbolic. Then F/U is similar to a diagonal matrix
perturbation of a symmetric scheme which results in a L 5 S(F/U)S21. First we calculate the positively and
low dissipation. negatively biased approximate flux derivatives at xi from

The truncation error estimate Ẽc from Eq. (10) for the
P 1

N(F)i 5 (M1
L

21M1
R ^ F)i , P 2

N(F)i 5 (M2
L

21M2
R ^ F)i .different schemes is given in Table III.

(35)2.5. Upwinding

The schemes given in the previous subsection are upwind These approximate flux derivatives are then projected on
biased and thus only stable in the respective wind direc- the local characteristics by left multiplication with the ma-
tions. They are only suitable for hyperbolic problems which trices of the left eigenvectors S 21

i at xi :

C 1
N(F)i 5 S21

i P1
N(F)i ,

TABLE II
C 2

N(F)i 5 S 21
i P 2

N(F)i .
Initial Guesses for Optimization

Defining the sign function asScheme Coefficient CUHD CULD

ZS a22 0.3 0.1
a0 1.0 0.0
a2 0.01 20.1 sign(l) :5 5

1, if l . 0

0, if l 5 0

21, if l , 0,

(36)
LB1 a3 1.0 1.0

a4 1.5 1.5
LB2 a2 1.0 0.0

a3 21. 20.2 the approximation of the projected flux derivatives at xiRB1 a24 21. 0.0
becomes finally after upwindinga23 21. 21.0

RB2 a23 1. 1.
a22 21. 21. CN(F)i 5 As [1 1 sign(Li)]C 1

N(F)i
(37)

1 As [1 2 sign(Li)]C 2
N( f )i .Note. Abbreviations are the same as Table I.
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FIG. 1. Dispersion (a) and dissipation (b) for scheme CUHD. Abbreviations are the same as Table I.

By a projection back onto the basis of the computational 3. NUMERICAL STABILITY
space one gets

It is necessary to give evidence for the linear stability
of the present scheme for a scalar advection equation,

PN(F)i 5 SiCN(F)i (38) which serves as a model equation for the reduced hyper-
bolic part of the Navier–Stokes equations. Recent theoreti-

for each xi , i 5 0, ..., N 2 1. From Eq. (37) it can be seen cal work shows that stable semi-discretizations lead to sta-
that this upwind procedure yields an approximation of the ble full discretizations when integrated with locally stable
flux derivatives which is for smooth fluxes continuous at time integration schemes [24, 33]. The latter refers to the

theory of pseudospectra and, roughly speaking, shows thatleast up to the approximation order of P 6
N(F ). It is a simple

form of split fluxes [50]. a sufficient criterion for algebraic stability can be obtained

FIG. 2. Dispersion (a) and dissipation (b) for scheme CULD. Abbreviations are the same as Table I.
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TABLE III mogeneity, which is bounded on the strip, does not change
the stability behavior of a discretization of Eq. (39a) (noteTruncation Error Estimate
that this is not necessarily true for non-linear problems

Ẽ c and problems of a different type). Also it is sufficient to
consider homogeneous boundary conditions since by a suit-CULDScheme CUHD
able change of variable boundary conditions can always
be made homogeneous. We partition the interval [0, 1]ZS 0.200998 0.0334444

LB1 13.236 13.236 into hxjj for j 5 0, ..., N 2 1 with spacing h and denote the
LB2 0.75466 3.35575 discretization of u by the N-component vector v(t) 5 hvj(t)j.
RB2 9.33802 9.33802 With the right-hand side of the compact finite-difference
RB1 7.16414 6.51108

operator denoted as MR and the left-hand side denoted as
ML the semi-discretization of Eq. (39a) becomesNote. Abbreviations are the same as Table I.

ML
dv
dt

5 2
1
h

MRv (40a)
from a criterion similar to the von Neumann condition,
however, in terms of pseudospectra.

with the boundary conditionInitially our intention was to design stable boundary
closures for a given interior scheme by imposing GKS

v0(t) 5 0 (40b)stability constraints (see, e.g., [44]) to the optimization
procedure described in Section 2.4. This inverse problem

and the initial conditionof finding a family of stable boundary closures for a given
interior scheme has been addressed in [3] without taking

v(0) 5 h f (xj)j. (40c)into account the resolution properties (thus leaving out
the optimization part). For the upwind biased high order
scheme this approach appears to be analytically intractable Equation (40a) constitutes a linear system of ODE with
to us, even with extensive use of symbolic mathematics constant coefficients with respect to the variable t. It is
tools like Mathematica [49]. Instead we resort to the direct known that the general solution can be written as
problem: given a certain semi-discretization, a sufficient
criterion for stability is tested. v(t) 5 CeBhtC21v(0), (41)

3.1. Stability via Pseudospectra where Bh is the Jordan normal form of Ah 5 2(1/h M21
L

MR with the regular transformation matrix C. Stability ofIn the present context only linear stability is investigated;
the semi-discretization requiresi.e., we consider an underlying hyperbolic system linearized

about a mean. Even if non-linear stability is assured later
iCeBhtC21i # K(t) ;t $ 0, (42)by switching to a suitable non-linear scheme or using a

flux-limiter near discontinuities the underlying scheme
should be linearly stable to prevent the non-linear scheme where K(t) is bounded on each finite interval. We use
or the limiter from becoming active in smooth regions or i?i :5 i?i2 , the usual 2-norm. If Ah is a normal matrix then
regions with resolvable gradients. A suitable scalar model Bh is diagonal and C is unitary. Thus it is easy to see from
equation is given by the homogeneous advection equation Eq. (42) that for normal matrices a sufficient condition for

Eq. (42) to be satisfied is that the real part of the spectrum
of Ah be bounded. For non-periodic domains our schemesu

t
1

u
x

5 0, 0 # t , y, 0 # x # 1, (39a)
result generally in non-normal matrices Ah due to the
boundary schemes. For a non-normal matrix Ah , however,
iCi is in general different from unity and becomes a func-with the boundary condition
tion of h. Then a uniform estimate (42) is more difficult
to obtain.u(0, t) 5 0 (39b)

At this point we introduce the «-pseudo-eigenspectrum
of Ah according to [33]: Given « $ 0, a number z [ C isand the initial condition
an «-pseudo-eigenvalue of Ah if z is an eigenvalue of Ah 1
E for some complex matrix E with iEi # « (other equivalentu(x, 0) 5 f (x). (39c)
definitions are given in [33]).

With this definition we can restate the essential part ofWe consider a homogeneous equation only since an inho-
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Theorem 5.1 of [33]: If for some constants K0 and s the «- draw our conclusions from only a finite number of different
N. Figure 3 shows the pseudoeigenspectra for schemepseudo-eigenvalues l« of Ah , where Ah has the dimension

N # y, satisfy CUHD and CULD for N 5 40 and N 5 160 and three
different realizations of E for each «. For clarity Fig. 4
shows the pseudospectra for CUHD near the imaginaryRe(l«) # s 1 K0« ;« $ 0 (43)
axis at an enlarged scale. Figure 5 shows uRe(l«)max 2
Re(l0)maxu for several N and three different realizations ofthen
E. It is evident that each of the graphs is bounded above
by a linear law s 1K0« for suitable constants s and K0 .ieAhti # eK0Nest ;t $ 0. (44)
This indicates the validity of condition (43) and thus the
algebraic stability of the semidiscretization. For the final

Besides the asymptotic stability of a semidiscretization step we invoke Theorem 8.2 of [33] and arrive at a condi-
(see end of this section), which roughly speaking ensures tion for algebraic stability of the full discretization for a
that a computation does not blow up while integrating locally stable one-step (e.g., Runge–Kutta) method. For
forward in time, the correctness of the result is of main time-integration methods of higher approximation order
interest. For linear equations the Lax–Richtmyer equiva- than 1 this again ensures convergence by the generalized
lence theorem (see, e.g., [44]) ensures convergence by con- equivalence theorem.
sistency and Lax-stability of the (semi-)discretization. Lax- As mentioned before, Lax-stability is essential to ensure
stability of Eq. (40a) means that ieAhti is bounded uni- convergence of the discretization in terms of h R 0 in a
formly with respect to N on each finite interval 0 # t # finite time interval. For long-time computations it also
T. In our case, however, we arrive only at the weaker needs to be ensured that for a fixed N the computed solu-
algebraic stability given by the preceding theorem. It can tion does not become unbounded. This is the concept of
readily be shown that a generalized form of the equivalence asymptotic stability: the semidiscretization (40a) is called
theorem holds if the approximation error (and thus the asymptotically stable if for each eigenvalue l of Ah (for
consistency error) is of higher order with respect to N than fixed h) we have Re(l) , 0, or Re(l) 5 0 and the algebraic
the algebraic factor in Eq. (44). This has been pointed out multiplicity of l is one. We note from Fig. 3 that the condi-
in [7], we omit the proof here. Since we approximate the tion for asymptotic stability is satisfied for CUHD and
differential operators up to order r11 . 1, giving accord- CULD.
ingly a consistency error of same order, the generalized
form of the equivalence theorem holds in our case given 3.2. Stability of the Cauchy Problem
algebraic stability by Eq. (44), so that convergence is en-

Cauchy stability (besides being a necessary condition forsured. It remains to show that condition (43) holds for the
stability of the initial boundary-value problem) is requiredsemi-discretization. As mentioned in the introduction we
for periodic boundary conditions or pure initial value prob-do not give a strict proof but merely resort to an heuristic
lems. We drop the boundary conditions of Eq. (39a) andapproach and investigate pseudospectra for some realiza-
Eq. (40a) and restrict the domain to 2f-periodic functions.tions for some « $ 0. A general behavior is then extrapo-
The semi-discretization is then given by the matrices MLlated without proof.
and MR of the inner scheme which are now circulant. TheThe «-pseudo-eigenvalue problem for Ah is
generalized eigenvalue problem

(MLl« 1
1
h

MR 2 MLE)w 5 0, (45)
(MLl 1

1
h

MR)w 5 0 (46)

where E is a N 3 N matrix with iEi 5 «. We generate a
now becomesrealization for E by computing a random real number in

(0, 1) for each component and then scale this matrix Ẽ by
the square root of the spectral radius of ẼẼ*, i.e., its 2-

lj Oer

e52el
(ML)( j, j1e)

e ke
j 5 2

1
h Onr

n52nl

(MR)( j, j1n)
n kn

j ,norm. Giving evidence for their stability is now a matter of
a procedure almost as simple as testing the von Neumann
criterion. Instead of computing the spectra of Ah we now
have to solve the «-eigenvalue problem equation (45). For where kj 5 eij2f/N are the N roots of unity. Consequently

it is l 5 ig̃(j) by Eq. (15) with c 5 1, where we set j 5practical purposes several simplifications are made. First,
we solve Eq. (45) only for a finite number of E, although 22fj/N. Since ML and MR are circulant Ah is circulant

also. Thus Ah is normal and the von Neumann criterionthe «-pseudo-eigenspectra are the union of all eigenvalues
of the characteristic equation (45) for all E. Second, we is sufficient for stability. From Eq. (15) and Figs. 1b and
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FIG. 3. «-pseudo-eigenspectra for three different realizations of E for each «; (a) CUHD, N 5 40; (b) CULD, N 5 40; (c) CUHD, N 5 160;
(d) CULD, N 5 160.

2b it is evident that l , 0 for j 5 1, ..., N 2 1 and l 5 0 by the leading error term of the power expansion of Re(l),
and it is dispersive of order b 5 7, given by the leadingfor j 5 N so that the von Neumann criterion is satisfied.

Expanding the real and imaginary part of l for scheme error term of the power expansion of Im(l) (note that the
first term represents the exact solution).CUHD in powers of the continuous wavenumber j about

j 5 0 one gets
4. A NUMERICAL TEST

Re(l) 5 20.0142j6 1 0.0849j8 1 O(j12) (47)
We test the convergence of the scheme for a time

marching solution of an advection equation as used by
and

Gustafsson [9]. We solve

Im(l) 5 j 2 0.0027j7 1 0.0034j9 1 O(j11). (48)
u
t

5F 0 21

21 0
G u

x
, 0 # x # 1, (49a)

Thus the approximation is dissipative of order a 5 6, given
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FIG. 4. Same as Figs. 3a and c, enlarged scale; (a) CUHD, N 5 40; (b) CUHD, N 5 160.

where u 5 huI uIIj, with the boundary condition uI 5 2cos(2ft) sin(2fx), uII 5 sin(2ft) cos(2fx). (49d)

For the numerical approximation the interval [0, 1] is splitp(0) 5 sin(2ft), q(1) 5 sin(2ft), (49b)
into N equidistant subintervals. Using the Riemann vari-
ables p and q one obtainswhere p 5 uI 1 uII is the rightgoing and q 5 uII 2 uI is

the leftgoing Riemann variable. The initial condition is
u
t

5F21/2 21/2

21/2 1/2
G 

x Fp

q
G ,

uI 5 2sin(2fx), uII 5 0. (49c)

Thus the exact solution is where the approximate derivatives of p and q are calculated

FIG. 5. Bound of uRe(l«)u; (a) CUHD; (b) CULD.
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TABLE IV ded by a certain additional number of cells to allow the
compact scheme on each side of the discontinuity to decou-L2-Error at t 5 0.45 and t 5 0.9 for Schemes 455 and 346
ple and to allow the ENO scheme to fully expand its stencil.

t 5 0.45 t 5 0.9 The fluxes at the centers of marked cells are calculated with
an ENO procedure (section 5.1) and after reconstruction of

N CUHD CULD CUHD CULD
flux derivatives at the cell faces, inserted into the appro-
priate places of the right-hand side of Eq. (13). This equa-25 6.94 3 1025 6.61 3 1025 1.01 3 1024 9.67 3 1025

50 2.16 3 1026 2.05 3 1026 3.12 3 1026 2.97 3 1026 tion now can be understood as a scalar transport equation,
100 6.74 3 1028 6.42 3 1028 9.71 3 1028 9.25 3 1028 where the spatial derivative is to be taken from a flux F (U).
200 2.11 3 1029 2.01 3 1029 3.03 3 1029 2.85 3 1029

The corresponding entries in the left-hand-side matrix are
set to unity. The flux derivatives are then finally obtained
by solving a pentadiagonal (in the case of schemes CUHD
and CULD) linear equation system.

by the corresponding upwind discretization. Time integra-
5.1. ENO Schemetion is performed with a sixth-order explicit Runge–Kutta

method of the Butcher family [12]. This high order scheme In this section we briefly summarize the ENO procedure
has been chosen to suppress the effect of the time integra- used here. It follows [41] with differences only in the imple-
tion scheme on the approximation order while integrating mentation.
with a fixed time step to mesh size ratio l 5 k/h. Table We refer to Fig. 6. The numerical flux vector at the cell
IV shows the results for l 5 0.5. The error diminishes by centers of marked cells f̂j11/2 is calculated in the following
a factor of about 25 for each twofold increase in the number manner. Define
of grid points.

k( j, k) 5 Ok
n50

p
j1k

e5j
p?j1n

(1 2 e). (50)5. SHOCK CAPTURING PROCEDURE

The compact schemes as derived in Section 2 are non-
According to [41, 42] the numerical fluxes at the cell centerconservative in general and convergence to a weak solution
j 1 1/2 are then obtained byof a scalar transport equation is not assured. In [20] it has

been shown that a certain class of non-conservative finite-
difference schemes gives solutions which converge to a f̂j11/2 5 Or

m50
k(i 2 j, m)Aj11/2 Di,m[A21

j11/2 f ], (51)
weak solution if it is corrected towards a conservative
scheme in a neighborhood of discontinuities. One assump-

where Aj11/2 stands for the Roe matrix at j 1 1/2 [34].tion in the proof, which is only given for the Cauchy prob-
With r we denote the order of the ENO scheme, whichlem, is that the non-conservative scheme can be cast into
has accordingly r 1 1 levels. For the definition of theincremental coefficients which satisfy a positivity condition
operator Di,m and the flux vector f we have to distinguish(see also [14]). The compact schemes used here do not
two cases depending on l, the eigenvalues of F/U :belong to this class. According to [4] a formulation by

incremental coefficients is possible only in the means, i.e., (a) For cell j 1 1/2, if lj , 0 , lj11 then a Roe-flux
for MRu of Eq. (13) but not for M21

L MRu. The numerical formulation may violate an entropy condition. In this case a
experiments of Section 6, however, give heuristic evidence local Lax–Friedrichs flux formulation is used and we define
that the main proposition of [20] also holds in our case if
the compact schemes are coupled with a conservative ENO f 6 5 As (F 6 max

j, j11
uLuU) (52)

scheme around discontinuities. From a practical point of
view this hybrid scheme has the advantage of circum- and, recursively,
venting well-known problems of an ENO scheme in
smooth regions [35, 39], and also the computationally ex-
pensive non-linear apparatus of an ENO scheme is re-
placed by a simple linear one significantly increasing the
overall efficiency of the scheme.

In a few words we outline the coupling procedure be-
tween the compact-FD and the ENO scheme. The details
are to be found in the subsequent sections. First, a disconti-
nuity detector algorithm (Section 5.3) marks cells to be

FIG. 6. Grid function and fluxes for ENO scheme.treated by the ENO scheme. The marked regions are pad-
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D
6
i(m),m for the left boundary and

i(m) 5 min(N 2 1, i(m21)) or i(m) 5 max(N 2 1, i(m))
(59)5 5

f 6[i(m21), m], i(m) 5 i(m21) 2 1,

if u f 6[i(m21), m]u # u f 6[i(m21) 1 1, m]u

f 6[i(m21)11, m], i(m) 5 i(m21),

if u f 6[i(m21), m]u . u f 6[i(m21) 1 1, m]u

(53)

for the right boundary, respectively. This in fact means
that the stencil selection process is restricted to grid points
belonging to the computational domain. The approxima-

for m 5 0, ..., r and i(0) 5 j for D1 and i(0) 5 j 1 1 for D2. tion order is unaffected by this restriction. Non-linear sta-
And finally it is bility is no longer ensured at the boundary. Spurious waves

generated at the boundaries can be expected to be extin-
Di(m),m 5 D

1
i(m),m 1 D

2
i(m),m . (54) guished by the ENO procedure within the domain before

they reach a significant amplitude. To ensure non-linear
stability, however, we have to introduce a TVB limiter at(b) In case the former condition does not hold the less
the boundaries which resembles a suggestion from [40].dissipative Roe flux formulation is used and we define
The undivided differences calculated in Eqs. (53) and (56)
are limited whenever j is closer to the boundary than r 1

f 5 F (55) 1 and if m $ 2 by

and recursively Di(m),m :5 sign(1, Di(m),m) min(uDi(m),mu, Khm22), (60)

where the constant K has to be chosen appropriately. IfDi(m),m
K is large enough and the solution is smooth, then this
limiter should have no effect since uDi(m),mu , Khm22. In the
examples presented below we choose K 5 10.5 5

f [i(m21), m], i(m) 5 i(m21) 2 1,

if u f [i(m21), m]u # u f [i(m21) 1 1, m]u

f [i(m21)11, m], i(m) 5 i(m21),

if u f [i(m21), m]u . u f [i(m21) 1 1, m]u

(56)

5.3. Coupling with Compact Finite-Differences

Hybrid schemes require an algorithm which identifies
regions where it is necessary to switch to the shock-captur-for m 5 0, ..., r and i(0) 5 j, if lj11/2 $ 0 and i(0) 5 j 1 1
ing scheme. Presently we use a quite simple detection algo-if lj11/2 , 0.
rithm which has been suggested in [27]. More sophisticatedAfter the projection step equation (51) the flux deriva-
detection algorithms could be employed but this one per-tives at the cell faces are reconstructed by
forms satisfactorily for the test problems shown below. It
is important that the criterion is chosen in such a way that
at least the cells containing a discontinuity are detected.f̂ 9j 5

1
h

( f̂j11/2 2 f̂j21/2). (57)
If more than necessary cells are marked only the efficiency
but not the accuracy of the scheme is affected.

Define

5.2. Boundary Closures

sj11/2 :5
fj11 2 fj

h
. (61)Imposing stable and order preserving closures at the

boundaries is an issue that is not so clearcut for ENO
schemes. Harten et al. [16] suggest an extrapolation based

If for cell j 1 1/2 the following conditions are satisfied,on assumptions about the behavior of the three basic wave
the cell is treated with the ENO scheme:components of the Riemann problem at the boundary.

This is unsatisfactory in particular at open or artificial (a) The modulus of the gradient times grid spacing is
boundaries. larger than a certain threshold

In this study we use the following procedure. Instead of
padding the computational domain with a border we re- usj11/2uh . as . (62)
strict the stencil selection procedure from Eqs. (53) and
(56) in the boundary regions by (b) The gradient attains a local maximum

usj21/2u , usj11/2u $ usj13/2u. (63)i(m) 5 max(0, i(m21)) or i(m) 5 max(0, i(m)) (58)
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Since ENO regions are padded by buffer regions, as men- (4) Project the solution forward in time.
tioned below, there is no special treatment needed at the

For systems of equations the procedure is performed sub-boundaries and the detection loop starts at cell 3/2 and
sequently for each of the flux-vector components.ends at cell N 2 5/2, where j 5 0, ..., N 2 1. Periodic

boundaries are treated as such and the loop spans over all
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLESthe grid points.

In the following we refer to Fig. 6. In case a gradient In this section we present some 1D and 2D IVP and
too steep to be resolved has been detected in cell j 1 1/ IBVP which can be considered as model problems for
2, the flux vectors fj21/2 , fj11/2 , and fj13/2 are calculated with typical phenomena in the computation of flows governed
the ENO scheme equation (51) and the flux derivatives by the Euler equations.
x fj11 and x fj at the faces of the marked cell are computed
in the reconstruction step equation (57). In order to decou- 6.1. Inviscid Burgers’ Equation
ple pre- and post-discontinuity regions we need to pad

The simplest model for non-linear wave interactionsidentified transition cells on each side by at least Nsep 5 2
analogous to the Euler equations is given by the inviscidpoints (which is the maximum of max(nr , er) and max(nl ,
Burgers equation. A more elaborate discussion of thisel) for schemes CUHD and CULD). To allow the ENO
model problem can be found in [22], for example, whichscheme to fully expand to its linearly stable stencil without
deals with fundamentals and [10] which concerns numericalcrossing the discontinuity we use generally Nsep 5 (r 1 1)/
approximations.2 1 1 if r is odd and Nsep 5 r/2 1 1 if r is even. Practical

experience shows that a smaller Nsep may inhibit the ENO
6.1.1. Problem Formulationapparatus from stabilizing the solution.

The coupling procedure is in summary the following: We solve

(1) Identify the critical cells, mark them, and Nsep addi-
tional buffer cells on each side to be treated by the ENO u

t
1



x Su2

2 D5 0, x [ [21, 1], t $ 0, (65)scheme. This gives an identification vector for j 5 0, ...,
N 2 1,

with u(x) being 2-periodic in x. The initial condition is
given by

Y( j) 5Htrue, if marked

false, else
(64)

u(0, x) 5 a 1 b sin f(j 1 c), (66)

(the reader familiar with FORTRAN 90 may note that Y where a, b, c are parameters and j :5 x 2 at 1 c.
functions as a mask in the procedure). The exact solution for this problem is obtained by the

(2) Compute fluxes at the cell centers of marked cells following procedure. Define
f̂j11/2 and reconstruct flux derivatives at the corresponding
cell faces x f̂j . Z :5 sin f(j 2 Zt), (67)

(3) Compute the flux derivatives for each j 5 0, ...,
where j :5 x 2 at 1 c and t :5 bt. ThenN 2 1 :

(3.1) calculate M1
R ^ F;

Z

j
5

f cos f(j 2 Zt)
1 1 ft cos f(j 2 Zt)(3.2) for each j 5 0, ..., N 2 1 replace the entry in

M6
R ^ F by f̂j if Y( j) is true;

(3.3) for each j 5 0, ..., N 2 1 replace the rows i in and
M6

L by dij if Y( j) is true;

(3.4) solve the so obtained modified equation Z

t
5

2Zf cos f(j 2 Zt)
1 1 ft cos f(j 2 Zt)

M̃6
L ^ F9 5 M̃6

R ^ F
which, when put into Eq. (65) using the ansatz u(t, x) :5
a 1 bZ(t,j), give a transcendental equation to be solved

for F9; at each (t, j),
(3.5) perform the upwinding according to Section

2.5. Z(t, j) 5 sin f(j 2 Z(t, j)t). (68)
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It follows from this equation that Z is anti-symmetric in j
so that one obtains the solution for j [ [21, 0) by using
the solution for j [ [0, 1]. For j Ó [21, 1] the solution is
obtained from the solution for a j̃ 5 mod(j 1 1, 2) 2 1.
The position of the shock evolving from nonlinear wave
interaction can be determined from the observation that
the denominator of Z/j approaches 0 in this case. Then
it is readily derived that at t 5 (bf)21,

xshock 5 1 1
a

bf
2

c
f

. (69)

6.1.2. Numerical Solution

We solve Eq. (65) with the parameters a 5 0.3, b 5 0.7,
and c 5 f. The methods employed resemble those which
will be of interest for later large-scale simulations :

(A) E5TVDR3. Using a Roe–LLF–ENO scheme [41]
FIG. 7. Solution for Burgers’ equation, N 5 20.

of fifth-order in space and a third-order TVD Runge–Kutta
scheme in time [38].

(B) CUHDE5R3. Using the upwinded compact For the discontinuous solution we observe that the or-
scheme CUHD in space, switching to fifth-order Roe– der-degeneracy problem of the ENO-scheme disappears.
LLF–ENO at discontinuities, and a third-order Runge– The hybrid scheme CUHDE5R3 converges at a rate be-
Kutta scheme in time (Williamson’s case 7 [48]). tween 1/N5 and 1/N3 while the less dissipative scheme

(C) CULDE5R3. Using the upwinded compact CULDE5R3 suffers from spurious waves generated at the
scheme CULD in space, switching to fifth-order Roe– interface between ENO and Padé schemes as will be seen
LLF–ENO at discontinuities, and a third-order Runge– later from the local error distributions. Nevertheless
Kutta scheme in time (Williamson’s case 7 [48]). scheme CULDE5R3 remains stable, converges at about a

rate 1/N3, and gives the correct non-linear wave transport.We use Nsep 5 4 and set the shock detector parameter
We also note that scheme B (for N 5 80) was 6.4 timesto as 5 0.1. The grid spacing is equidistant and CFL 5

faster than scheme A. This relation becomes even more0.5, where the time step is estimated by t 5 CFL/max(u/h).
favorable for the hybrid schemes with increasing N. ForFor discontinuous solutions the error norms are calcu-
this run the hybrid scheme treated over the 51 time stepslated in the smooth regions, excluding xshock 2 0.1 , x ,
an average of 4.98% points by the ENO procedure. Wexshock 1 0.1.
refer a set of contiguous points treated by the ENO proce-At t 5 0.3 the solution is still continuous, although wave-
dure as an ENO cluster. In the present calculation theresteepening has strongly deformed the initial sinusoidal pro-
were an average of 0.45 clusters.file, (Fig. 7). At t 5 2/f a shock is present and has already

To demonstrate that the hybrid scheme maintains thebeen convected some distance through the domain, so that
theoretical order of the spatial scheme, we give the errorwe also can check for the correct convection velocity. From
norms at t 5 2/f in Fig. 9 for scheme CUHDE5R6, whereFig. 7 we see that the hybrid scheme is able to capture
we exchanged the third-order Runge–Kutta scheme withthe shock with no more than three points and that the
the sixth-order scheme from Section 4.discontinuity has been convected correctly.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the distributions of the local errorIn Fig. 8 we compare the convergence of the different
at t 5 2/f with N 5 80. We note that the hybrid schemesschemes for the smooth solution at t 5 0.3 and at t 5 2/
capture the shock with the same accuracy as the pure ENOf. We note that for the smooth solution the ENO-scheme
scheme. For the hybrid scheme CULDE5R3, we see thatsuffers from the well-known order-degeneracy phenome-
some spurious waves are generated at the interface be-non [35, 39] (note that we did not employ a center-biasing
tween the compact and the ENO scheme and penetratesuggested as a remedy in [39]). The compact schemes con-
into the smooth regions.verge at 1/N 5 for low N and 1/N3 at large N, the latter of

which is the expected asymptotic convergence rate, due to
6.2. Shock Wave Interacting with Fluctuations, 1D

the fact that we used a third-order time integration scheme,
together with a fifth-order spatial discretization and a con- In this section we briefly investigate a simple 1D model

problem for shock–turbulence interaction as suggested instant CFL number.
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FIG. 8. Error norms; (a) at t 5 0.3; (b) at t 5 2/f.

[41]. The 1D Euler equations constitute a Riemann prob- on the half-strip (t, x) [ [0, y) 3 [25, 5]. We denote the
vector of dependent variables by u :5 hr, ru, Ej, where rlem which is solved with method CUHDE5R3. In the pres-

ent case a M 5 3 shock is moving into a density (or entropy) is the density, u is the velocity, and E 5 p/(k 2 1) 1 ru2/
2 is the total energy ( p being the pressure). The flux vectorfluctuation field. Results for this problem obtained with a

pure ENO scheme have been presented in [41]. is F :5 hru, ru2 1 p, u(E 1 p)j. We impose an initial
condition in accordance with [41] as

6.2.1. Problem Formulation

We write the 1D Euler equations as

u(0, x) 5 3
3.857143

2.629369 u1(0, x)

31/3
k 2 1

1
1
2

u2(0, x)2

u1(0, x)
4 if x , 24

u
t

1
F
x

5 0

FIG. 9. Error norms for Burgers’ equation at t 5 2/f. FIG. 10. Local error at t 5 2/f, N 5 80.
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lations in the uniform velocity behind the shock (where
the perturbation has not yet propagated), are obtained

u(0, x) 5 3
1 1 0.2 sin 5x

0

1/(k 2 1)
4 if x $ 24, with scheme CULDE5R3. The results compare well with

a pure ENO scheme of the same order.

6.3. Shock Wave Interacting with Fluctuations, 2D
where k has been set to 1.4. Boundary conditions imposed

Finally we investigate a simple 2D model problem forto make the problem well posed are
shock–turbulence interaction as suggested in [41]. The 2D
Euler equations constitute a Riemann problem which isu1(t, 25) 5 3.857143
solved with method CUHDE5R3.

u2(t, 25) 5 2.629369 u1(t, 0)

6.3.1. Problem Formulation
u3(t, 25) 5

31/3
k 2 1

1
1
2

u2(t, 0)2

u1(t, 0) We write the 2D Euler equations as

at the left boundary (supersonic inflow) and q
t

1
F
x

1
G
y

5 0

u2(t, 5) 5 0
on the domain (t; x, y) [ [0, y) 3[21.5, 1.5] 3 [21, 1].

and at the right boundary (one incoming characteristic). We denote the vector of dependent variables by q :5 hr,
Neglecting the effect of the perturbation, the shock would ru, rv, Ej, where E :5 p/(k 2 1) 1 r(u2 1 v2)/2. The flux
move with speed vectors are F :5 hru, ru2, 1 p, ruv, u(E 1 p)j and G :5 h ru,

ruv, rv2 1 p, v(E 1 p)j. The initial conditions constitute a
Ms 5 8 shock moving into an oblique divergence free

u 5 Fp2 2 p1

r2 2 r1

r2

r1
G1/2

vorticity fluctuation field. From shock relations (e.g.,
Thompson [45]) the shock propagation velocity is

(indices ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ denote the pre- and post-shock condi-
u 5 Mscs1 ,tions, respectively) which from the initial data can be esti-

mated as u 5 3.55. At t 5 1.8 (the time at which we show
where cs is the speed of sound (we denote with ‘‘1’’ thethe numerical results below) the shock should have moved
pre-shock state and with ‘‘2’’ the post-shock state). Thefrom x 5 24 to x 5 2.39 (the reader may note that this
initial pre-shock state (x $ 1) iscoincides perfectly with the results).

u(x, y) :5 2cs1 sinu cos (xk cosu 1 yk sinu)6.2.2. Numerical Solution

v(x, y) :5 cs1 cosu cos(xk cosu 1 yk sinu)The detector parameter is chosen as as 5 1.2 and
Nsep 5 4. In all cases CFL 5 0.5 is used and the time step

r(x, y) :5 1
is estimated by

p(x, y) :5 1

t 5 CFL Fmax
D
Su

h
,
u 2 cs

h
,
u 1 cs

h DG21

. with the parameters u 5 f/6, k 5 2f, while the correspond-
ing initial post-shock state (x , 1) is

We present the obtained results at t 5 1.8 for an increas-
ingly fine mesh in Figs. 11–13. The entropy difference Ds/ u(x, y) :5

2 1 (k 2 1)M 2
s

(k 2 1)M 2
s

u
cp uses the undisturbed pre-shock state as reference. As
reference solution a calculation made with N 5 1600 is v(x, y) :5 0
taken. The run for N 5 200 with the hybrid scheme was
by about a factor of 3 faster than the pure ENO scheme

r(x, y) :5
(k 1 1)M 2

s

2 1 (k 2 1)M 2
s

r1of the same spatial/temporal order. For this case 14.2% of
all grid points were treated on the average with ENO, and
the average number of ENO clusters was 1.6. For p(x, y) :5 p2 :5 S1 1

2k

k 1 1
(M 2

s 2 1)D .
N 5 400 these values were 10.6% and 1.4, respectively,
showing that efficiency increases with N.

Similar results, but with small spurious post-shock oscil- Thus cs1 5 Ïk, where k has been set to 1.4.
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FIG. 11. Shock wave interacting with fluctuations at t 5 1.8, scheme CUHDE5R3, N 5 100. The solid line represents the solution computed
with N 5 1600.

Boundary conditions imposed to make the problem well 6.4. Numerical Solution
posed are:

The shock detector parameter is chosen as as 5 100 and
the buffer stencil width is Nsep 5 4. In all cases CFL 5 0.5q1(t, 21.5) 5 r2 is used and the time step is estimated byq2(t, 21.5) 5 r2q1(t, 0)

q3(t, 21.5) 5 0

q4(t, 21.5) 5
p2

k 2 1
1

1
2

q2(t, 0)2

u1(t, 0)
t 5 CFL Fmax

D
S u

hx
,
u 2 cs

hx
,
u 1 cs

hx
D

1 max
D
S v

hy
,
v 2 cs

hy
,
v 1 cs

hy
DG21

.at the left boundary (supersonic inflow) and

q2(t, 1.5) 5 0
In Figs. 14–17 we compare pressure p 5 (k 2 1)(E 2 rq/q1(t, 1.5) 5 r1 , if u(t, 1.5) , 0,
2) and vorticity g 5 xv 2 yu distributions for Nx 5 60,
Ny 5 40 and Nx 5 120, Ny 5 80, respectively, obtainedat the right boundary (one or two incoming characteristics).
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FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11, except N 5 200.

with the hybrid scheme CUHDE5R3, with results obtained solutions’ Fourier expansion in y between the upstream
wavefront and the shock at t 5 0.4. Table V shows thewith a pure Roe-flux ENO scheme, in our terminology,

E4TVDR3. relative errors between linear theory and computation for
three different schemes and different grid spacing; the reso-For the hybrid scheme with the discretization Nx 5 120,

Ny 5 80 an average of 10.9% of the grid points in x within lution in y is fixed at Ny 5 20.
one cluster were treated with the ENO procedure while
in y the ENO scheme was inactive. 7. CONCLUSION

For a comparison with linear theory [28] we increase
the streamwise domain to 21.5 # x # 3.5 and the integra- From recent work on direct numerical simulations of

transitional flow using high-order compact finite-differ-tion time to t 5 0.4. The amplitude of the incident vorticity
waves is reduced to 10% so that the linearized theory is ence schemes [2, 30, 31, 36] it appears to be desirable

to suppress poorly resolved waves by some numericalvalid. The amplification rate of the incident vorticity wave
across the shock is then obtained similarly as in [42] by dissipation restricted to these waves. In [31] this is done

by using an explicit filter function [26] at some timeaveraging the Fourier coefficient of the second term of the
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FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 11, except N 5 400.

steps. From the most general formulation of a finite- their implicit dissipation. The compact stencil also allows
one to find stable boundary closures of consistently highdifference scheme, high-order, upwind biased, centered

compact schemes can be derived which preserve the order. Weak solutions can be represented if discontinu-
ities are treated by an ENO scheme. The coupling regiongood dispersion relation representation for resolved wave

numbers while suppressing non-resolved ones due to between the compact upwind scheme and the ENO
scheme functions as a source of spurious waves. Numeri-
cal experiments show that the less dissipative scheme

TABLE V CULD is more prone than the more dissipative scheme
CUHD to exhibit spurious oscillations emanating intoRelative Errors of Amplification Rates
the smooth regions of the solution. The scheme resulting

h E4TVDR3 CUHDE5R3 CULDE5R3 from a hybridization of a sufficiently dissipative compact
upwind scheme and a high order ENO scheme combines

0.02 236.27% 220.19% 216.87% the advantages of the compact schemes in smooth regions
0.01 212.38% 211.52% 29.71%

with a sharp representation of discontinuities and correct0.007 29.14% 26.70% 28.20%
discontinuity convection.
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FIG. 14. Pressure p, Nx 5 60, Ny 5 40; 29 contours between min and max; (a) CUHDE5R3, 0.99 # p # 80.29; (b) E4TVDR3, 0.99 # p # 80.12.

FIG. 15. Vorticity g, Nx 5 60, Ny 5 40; 15 contours between min and max; (a) CUHDE5R3, 214.67 # g # 15.03; (b) E4TVDR3, 214.32 # g # 14.82.

FIG. 16. Pressure p, Nx 5 120, Ny 5 80; 29 contours between min and max; (a) CUHDE5R3, 1.00 # p # 80.42; (b) E4TVDR3, 0.99 # p # 80.45.
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FIG. 17. Vorticity g, Nx 5 120, Ny 5 80; 15 contours between min and max; (a) CUHDE5R3, 234.02 # g # 32.47; (b) E4TVDR3, 228.92 #

g # 27.96.

APPENDIX A: COEFFICIENTS FOR SCHEMES CUHD Section 2.3 for small enough d is given by x(h) 5 dh2 1
h. For a non-compact centered scheme (three point stencil)AND CULD
we have

In this appendix we give the coefficients for the proposed
upwind scheme (positively biased) calculated with 14 digit a21 5 0, a0 5 1, a1 5 0; a21 5 21/2, a0 5 0, a1 5 1/2.
precision, Tables VI and VII. The data may also be ob-
tained in soft form by anonymous ftp from rft30.nas.nasa. Using relations given in Section 2.3 we get readily for the
gov. The components of the corresponding negatively bi- exact dispersion relation
ased upwind scheme can be obtained by multiplying ML

by P and MR by 2P, where P 5 1? ? ? 1 is the reverse
g̃(j; x) 5 ce2ijd sin(j).unit matrix.

Equation (29), with x1 5 x21 5 d and x0 5 0, yields « 5APPENDIX B. EXAMPLE FOR A NON-UNIFORM GRID
d and for the first-order approximation in Eq. (28):

We consider the model-advection equation (11). A map-
ping [21, 1] R [21, 1] which satisfies the assumptions of g̃(j; x) 8 (1 2 ijd)g̃(j; h).

TABLE VI

Coefficients for Scheme CUHD

ae
l
, ..., ae

r

ZS 0.035849272999368 0.7337612221857 1. 20.1690430965563 20.061336408258671
LB1 1. 23.060761248017 29.282568787503 — —
LB2 20.2230932216534 1. 2.651474320602 20.1247233395454 —
RB2 15.74839515424 27.04931646417 1. 20.3211206221354 —
RB1 4.850969558221 7.826957363797 1. — —

an
l
, ..., an

r

ZS 20.1760401349801 21.137476930424 1.062649434339 0.4520614721441 20.201193841079
LB1 22.091690420288 12.73901356502 27.591141872026 23.324665234327 0.2684839616238
LB2 0.4461273501236 23.555717436788 2.356364674278 0.8662558019092 20.1130303895232
RB2 21.846602572079 230.2283794418 21.15923086495 12.27649588754 21.36074473861
RB1 0.0020010162019952 20.6538343569155 28.740436045696 5.756444175312 3.635825211098

Note. Abbreviations are the same as Table I.
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TABLE VII

Coefficients for Scheme CULD

ae
l
, ..., ae

r

ZS 0.027844800835984 0.455868829489 1. 0.4774791908094 0.038825537571968
LB1 1. 23.060761248017 29.282568787503 — —
LB2 21.384173201496 1. 6.620636755258 22.122934969145 —
RB2 15.74839515424 27.04931646417 1. 20.3211206221354 —
RB1 4.074311507054 6.58361830343 1. — —

an
l
, ..., an

r

ZS 20.118727423955 20.7482059425882 0.00052666822731662 0.7184558284235 0.1479508698924
LB1 22.091690420288 12.73901356502 27.591141872026 23.324665234327 0.2684839616238
LB2 3.362325146817 211.84525146073 8.836922058206 0.2990810938894 20.6530768381839
RB2 21.846602572079 230.2283794418 21.15923086495 12.27649588754 21.36074473861
RB1 0.040891100302009 20.7577318529877 26.875427455145 4.202556257561 3.38971195027

Note. Abbreviations are the same as Table I.
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